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1. Title of the event: A field visit to Akashiganga and Maha Mrittyunjay Mandir 

 

2. Venue: Nalbari College   

 

3. Date: 25-03-2021 

 

4. Organized by: Nalbari College   

 

5. Faculty Coordinator: Dr. Bandana Das and Bhaskar Bhatta 

 

6. No of Participants in details (students): Teacher- 03 Student-26 

 

7. Nature of Participation: Students &Teacher  

 

8.  Detail Description of the event: Field studies are significant part of academic field. It helps 

students to develop their intellectual improvement along with mental stress. Keeping these 

objective in mind the P.G students of Assamese department, Nalbari college were taken to 

the Akashiganga waterfall and Mahamrittyunjay Mandir located at Nagaon district on 25th 

March, 2021. 

Akashiganga is a waterfall located about 50k.m south-east of Doboka-Dimapur              

road of Nagaon district. Several archaeological remains can be found in this place. According to 

the ancient myth Goddess Sati immolated herself in the sacred fire that was prepared for the 

Yagyas of her father who had shown disrespect to Mahadev. The grief stricken Mahadev had 

carried the burnt body of Sati and was on the verge of destroying the universe by dancing the 

Tandav. Lord Vishnu intervened and dismembered Sati’s dead body with his Chakra into 108 

pieces. One piece is believed to have fallen near in Akashiganga. Therefore, devotees take a dip 

in the water to be blessed by the Goddess. Some remains of stone temple are seen near the 

waterfall. 

Mahamrittyunjay is another temple located in Nagaon district. This temple is 

special in its architectural sense as it is built in for, a shivlinga in the month of February 2021 

and its height is 126 feet. Visit to both these historical places provide lots of pleasure and 

knowledge. 
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9. Photographs : 
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Signature of participants: 


